
 

 

*These skills will be supplemented/explained through Seesaw 
Reading: Core Text: The Terrific Trip of Douglas Drip 

Lizzie and The Birds. 

Comprehension activities linked to extracts from the book 

Sorting what has been read into categories and headings 

 

Spelling: Revision of RWINc spelling patterns 

wh/ph spellings 

Y at the end of words 

tion/sion 

Silent letters b w h c 

Spelling red words 

 

Grammar: Standard form of verbs – see/saw, go/went, I was/we were 

 

Punctuation: using full stops correctly, question marks, exclamation marks, commas 

in a list 

 

Language: Alan Peat sentence types: ad, same ad 

Revise previous Alan Peat sentences – 2Ad, simile, BOYS 

Descriptive language 

Synonyms 

Adverbs 

 

Organising ideas and Information: 

 Newspaper reports 

 Comic Strips 

 Writing in role 

 Letter Writing 

 Explanations 

 Presentation (oracy) 

 
Welsh: Welsh Placemat phrases (see school website)  
 

 

 

 

*These skills will be supplemented/explained through Seesaw 

 

Missing numbers  

 

Halving numbers 

 

Block Graphs 

 

One step multiplication problems 

 

Measures – knowing what items/objects would be measuring in E.g. grams 

or Kg, litres or ml/ cm or m 

 

Revise ½ and ¼ turns, anti- clockwise and clockwise, ¼ turn is a right angle 

 

Subtraction by counting on, on a number line 

 

Addition of two/three digit numbers by partitioning  

 

3D shapes 

 

Simple division by grouping and sharing 

 

Sorting and classifying using diagrams 

 

3 and 4 Times Tables 

 

 

 
 

 

  



 

 

Life Skills/ Authentic Learning: 

Learn how to: 

tie shoe laces, make your bed, lay the table, make your breakfast 

Art: paint/collage a tornado 

scene 

 

Make a 3d tornado model 

 

Make a Tsunami scene in a shoe 

box 

 

Music: Have a go a creating your 

own music. Can you make it sound 

like a type of weather/natural 

phenomena? 

https://www.classicsforkids.com/

games/compose_your_own_music.

php 

Drama: using mime, act out being 

a weather presenter 

 

Dance – BBC Let’s Move 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programm

es/b03g6h5g 

 

 

 

 

* P.E. with Joe. 

On Monday, Wednesday and 

Friday from 9-9.30 Joe Wicks is 

live on YouTube for 30 minute 

sessions. Join  in and get fit. 

PE With Joe | Monday 11th Jan 2021 - 

YouTube 

 

*Cosmic Kids Yoga. 

Tiny the T-Rex | A Cosmic Kids 

Yoga Adventure! - YouTube 

Try all the different adventures 

for Cosmic Kids Yoga.  

 

* Go for a weather walk. Have a 

walk in the rain, wind, snow or sun. 

How did the weather make you 

feel? Did you find anything 

interesting that happened because 

of the weather? Share them with 

us on Seesaw. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Research where Earthquakes, 

tsunamis and volcanic eruptions 

happen. Show it on and map of 

the world and label it using a key.  

 

* Find out about recent volcanic 

eruptions or tsunamis. Write a 

fact file for each one.  

* Find out about floods that have 

happened in Wales in 2020. Draw 

a picture and write some 

sentences to tell us what 

happened. 

* Make a weather diary for the 

week. Can you record the 

temperature and the type of 

weather?  

* Be a Weather Presenter. Put 

your outdoor clothes on, get a 

video recorder and present the 

weather for a day or the week.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science:  

* Can you make a Rain Gauge to 

measure how much rain we have 

in a week? 

 

*Design and build an erupting 

volcano. 

 

* Design and make a wind 

turbine that spins.  

 

 

Digital & Technology: 

*Practise typing on a key board. 

Can you use the space bar? Can 

you add capitals letter and full 

stops.   

 

*Can you insert a picture onto a 

document? You could use this to 

present the humanities work.  
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